CASE STUDY

Getting it right:
The art and science of buying
How Infosys helped a pharma major tap an unseen opportunity,
rationalizing the supplier base by 95%, leading to 45% in
projected savings in the office supplies category
Abstract
Upfront, office supplies seem like a fairly simple spend category to handle. Yet it
is something that every business purchases and some, like our client – one of the
largest pharmaceutical companies in the world – spend millions of dollars on. True,
it’s a category rife with challenges, - but if handled better - can also be a source of
massive savings, as in our client’s case – whereby a 95% reduction in the supplier
base is leading up to a whopping 45% in savings
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Drive spend visibility by collating and
consolidating data from different BUs
and analyzing them.

•

Rationalize and streamline SKUs
and suppliers across business units
and geographies by leveraging
Infosys’s best-in-class supplier base
rationalization (SBR) framework.

•

Consolidate spend to the best-fit
suppliers with presence across Europe.

A well-defined SBR Framework
The Infosys SBR framework is segmented into three phases:

•
•
•

Supplier classification using Kraljic+ Portfolio model
Supplier optimization recommendation based on supplier classification, capability / risk evaluation and industry best practices
benchmarks
Approval from the client category team and execution support

To execute the tasks as defined by the framework, the joint team drew a plan of action and reorganized to work on the different parts.

The analytics team
Bring in spend visibility and identify
SKU and supplier base rationalization
opportunities:
 Standardize requirements aligned
with business stakeholders
 Perform demand planning and
scoping on the spend data
collected from suppliers
 Derive insights on the latest
trends and practices from market
research reports
 Perform supplier capability
analysis to rationalize the supplier
base
 Share past experiences and best
practices in managing this
category from other client
engagements

The market intelligence
team
Bring in external insights related to
suppliers, markets and competition:
 Identify the top suppliers and
perform capability analysis
 Perform supplier risk profiling
 Identify industry best practices in
managing the office supplies
category
 Highlight best practices on office
supplies tail spend consolidation

The eRFx team
The eRFx team played a critical role in
executing the sourcing opportunity
and provided support to:
 Design the bidding strategy and
evaluation criteria considering the
complexity associated with SKUs
and the number of suppliers
 Perform the techno-commercial
evaluation of supplier capabilities
 Perform contract negotiations and
supplier selection
 Punch-out catalog
implementation

The Infosys team also stepped in to build and implement two robust post-implementation controls necessary to sustain the rationalization
program:

•

•

Process optimization and YoY volume rebate

•
•
•

Continuous process improvement by introducing low-cost SKUs
Submission of month-on-month spend reports built into the contractual supplier KPIs
Process improvement and tracking of volume discount rebates on the submitted invoices

Zero leakage through usage of catalogs

•
•

Awareness programs to ensure every transaction flows through catalogs
Deployed a requisition intervention team to educate non-catalog requestors

Massive rationalization and savings
The program enabled a massive 45% savings on the projected spend for the first year. The SKU rationalization initiative cut down the SKUs
by 30%. But the largest impact was in supplier reduction. The supplier base was reduced by 95% – from 20 to 2 across Europe. In addition,
our joint effort brought in four major process changes: rate card in contract, standardized punch-out cards, controls to avoid leakages, and
continuous process improvement.
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